
Doug Vahrenberg Teams up with Omega Custom Tackle 

  

   BASS and FLW Pro Angler, Doug Vahrenberg, has agreed to a sponsorship deal with Omega 
Custom Tackle. Doug is an accomplished tournament veteran and fishing electronics expert that 
knows that proven performance can make a huge difference is success and one of the main reasons 
he has teamed up with the premier tackle maker – Omega Custom Tackle. Omega Custom Tackle 
makes a wide array of jigs and new Alpha Shad buzzbait that fit each and every condition an angler 
requires from the shallows to deep water and specialty applications like skipping docks and finesse 
fishing. “The Variety of product offerings to match my needs and Omega extensive Field Testing and 
attention to details, is why I chose to Omega. When the money is on the line or just chasing that fish 
of a lifetime I want all the advantages I can have” states Doug.  

    Doug Vahrenberg has built an incredible reputation with Humminbird Electronics as a leader in 
Side Imaging Technology and anglers from around the globe have called upon his knowledge to help 
gain the competitive edge. Plus his successes on the water as a competitor that includes a Top 10 
Finish in the FLW Stren Championship and numerous high finishes in BASS Opens will expand the 
recognition of the Omega Custom Tackle brand name. “We look forward to working with Doug and 
tapping into that knowledge to promote the Omega Custom Tackle Products and help other Omega 
Team Members and Customers learn from his experiences and how he uses the Omega product for 
success,” states Omega Custom Tackle owner, Todd Barnes. Learn more about Doug by visiting: 
www.dougvahrenberg.com  

   At Omega Custom Tackle attention to detail is paramount! Each product in the Omega line up goes 
through extensive field testing and a series of proto-types until perfected. Omega's innovative designs 
and technique specific jigs allow you, the angler to choose the perfect jig to match any situation. 
Omega’s uniquely designed products will truly help you, the angler, to catch more fish! Omega 
Custom Tackle products are made right here in the USA, and use only the finest components and 
craftsmanship in the industry! Learn more about Omega Custom Tackle by visiting: 
www.omegacustomtackle.com 

 


